Crank trigger ignition system

The advantage, in basic terms, is a more accurate means of spark timing and superior timing
stability. While racing engines are most commonly equipped with a crank trigger ignition for
accuracy especially at high rpm, a crank trigger system is beneficial to any engine that is
expected to run at rpm or higher, has a relatively high compression ratio or runs a forced
induction system or relies heavily on nitrous injection. With a distributor ignition, the engine
first must wait for the crank to begin rotation, then wait for the energy to pass through the
timing chain, then through the camshaft itself, then through the distributor gear and finally to
the rotor. Along the way, slight delays and fluctuations occur simply due to lash clearances,
timing chain stretch and possibly crank twist, and engine and drivetrain harmonics. A crank
trigger system where timing is picked up directly from the crank is the way to go for a
high-revving engine that produces high cylinder pressures. Automakers obviously saw the
advantages in terms of a more precise spark control. A crank trigger system becomes the
primary ignition mechanism when tuning for peak power. Variations of trigger systems exist.
Some featuring studs mounted to the trigger wheel and a magnet pickup, which can result in
false triggering since the pickup can be influenced by other bolts or metallic debris. The MSD
trigger wheel features four equally spaced rare earth magnets that are embedded into the edge
of the wheel. Before installing the trigger wheel, rotate the crank to place number one piston at
TDC on its firing cycle. Note and mark the distributor rotor position on the distributor. As a
result, the advance mechanism needs to be locked out. With the engine set with number one
piston at top dead center on its firing stroke, remove the distributor and lock out the advance.
On a production distributor, you may need to weld the advance in position. While the crank
trigger system is controlling timing, the distributor is still needed in order to route spark energy
to the cylinders, but the distributor is no longer used for timing. Before blindly bolting the
trigger wheel to the crank balancer, pay attention to three things firstâ€”wheel orientation,
wheel clock position and centering the pickup to the wheel edge. The magnets are positioned
with crank rotation in mind. If the wheel is mounted backwards, the engine will start and run, but
at high rpm you can run into false triggering which can lead to misfiring. The trigger wheel is
mounted to the balancer hubcentrically. The kit includes a centering ring that registers the
trigger wheel to the balancer. In that case, a spacer is needed to move the centering ring farther
forward. Depending on the specific application, a taller centering ring may be available, or it
may be necessary to obtain or fabricate a spacer. The spacer must be precision-machined for
perfect centering and consistent thickness to avoid both radial and lateral runout issues. If any
runout exists, the gap between the magnets and the pickup will not be consistent, which will
result in timing issues. Any runout in the trigger wheel is unacceptable. The trigger wheel is
mounted to the balancer with a series of bolts supplied in the kit. These are grade 8 bolts, which
can be substituted for another style if appearance dictates. However, they should match the
grade of the bolts supplied in the kit. The bolts that secure the trigger wheel to the balancer
should be tightened per the torque value listed in the kit instructions apply a drop of medium
thread-locker to the bolts threads prior to installation. Also, pay attention to the clock position
of the wheel relative to the pickup. For this reason, you need to set your baseline timing first by
advancing the crank. Once baseline timing has been set by rotating the crank , mount the
trigger wheel with one of the magnets aligned as closely as possible to the pickup. The wheel
features multiple bolt holes that allow you to clock the wheel. Use the supplied spacers for the
pickup bracket to adjust this. If necessary, obtain the correct-thickness spacers on your own.
The goal is to place the tip of the pickup centered at the thickness of the trigger wheel as
closely as possible. The stationary pickup air gap must now be adjusted. The pickup is
threaded, which allows moving the pickup closer to or farther away from the wheel edge. MSD
recommends an air gap of. Once the air gap has been set, use the supplied jam nut to secure
the adjusted depth of the pickup in place. If the engine is blown belt-driven supercharger , this
is also critical in order to maintain belt alignment. Pay attention to this, as you may need to
space your accessory drive pulleys for proper belt alignment. This refers to the relationship of
the rotor to the terminal on the distributor cap. If the distributor is not correctly phased, you can
encounter misfires at high rpm. April Issue. Back to Summary. The wiring is polarity-sensitive
the violet wire is positive and the green wire is negative. The resistance of the pickup should be
65 to 85 ohms. Twist the wires of the pickup together several times before connecting it to the
MSD wiring harness. This helps to reduce the chance of electromagnetic interference EMI.
Route the pickup harness along the chassis or engine block. This provides a ground plane that
protects against EMI. Do not run the trigger wires near the coil primary wire or spark plug wires.
There are high voltages running through these wires, so they should not be close to the pickup
wires. Never use solid-core spark plug wires with an MSD ignition system or crank trigger. A
helically or spiral wound suppression wire must be used. Download PDF. Tools of the Trade. No
results found. Send to Email Address. Your Name. Your Email Address. My Account My Cart.
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Stabilizes ignition timing Flying magnet design prevents false triggers Can trigger all MSD 6, 7
and 8-series ignitions and timing accessories Must use with the Power Grid Ignition The Flying
Magnet Crank Trigger is named for the four magnets that are embedded in the aluminum wheel.
As the engine is rotating, these magnets move past the stationary non-magnetic pickup,
creating the trigger signal for the ignition. This design eliminates false triggering because only
the moving magnets can trigger the pickup and ignition control. This is due to the fact that the
trigger signal is coming directly from the source of piston position in the cylinder; the
crankshaft. Distributors are accurate, but the piston position is derived through the timing
chain, the camshaft, cam gear and finally to the distributor shaft. There are no mechanical
variables in piston position when using a crank trigger system. Strong rare earth magnets used
in the trigger wheel are riveted in place. Narrow Results. Crank Trigger Accessories. Crank
Trigger Components. Crank Trigger Kits. Items 1 - 63 of Sort By Product Name. Page: 1. Back To
Top. Precise ignition timing is essential for high-performance engine tuning and ensuring your
small-block or big-block is delivering every horsepower within its capability. There are cons to
this type of ignition system, too. Another benefit of a crank-triggered ignition is the opportunity
to move to a distributorless system such as the OE-style coil-per-cylinder design used for years
now on production vehicles. The systems are relatively simple in design and similar to how
OEM ignition systems are triggered. Basically, a trigger wheel with spokes, studs, magnets, or
holes is mounted to the harmonic balancer and spins with the rotation of the crankshaft. As it
does, the spokes, magnets, or holes pass a pickup sensor that sends a signal to the ignition
box or EFI control unit indicating the rotational angle of the crankshaft. That crank-angle signal
triggers the precisely timed spark for the appropriate cylinder. Typical crank trigger conversion
kit shownâ€”this one is from FAST. Pretty simple stuff. They pass a non-magnetic pickup to
trigger the ignition signal, which the company claims offers greater accuracy because there is
less chance for false triggers. Each system has an air gap specification between the sensor and
wheel that must be set during installation to ensure the trigger signal is picked up accurately. In
contrast to the previously described trigger wheels, the wheel in this system uses essentially
one tooth for each six degrees of rotation. This system works pretty much the same and is just
as effective or more so than the other systems, but requires an EFI controller to direct spark in a
fuel-injected application or an aftermarket ignition box such as the MSD 6LS-2 for carbureted
engines. It also uses a Hall effect pickup sensor rather than a magnetic pickup. As with most
electronic distributors, the sensor acts much like a switch, because it produces a constant
voltage signal that is interrupted by the presence of a magnet. The two missing teeth serve as a
reference for determining the No. Regardless, the crankshaft pulley is pushed out marginally,
which affects the accessory drive system. The kit can be used with non-sequential and
carbureted engines, too. It also includes a specific timing cover with sensor mounts. The
spark-timing function is eliminated, requiring the removal of the points or Hall effect sensors.
The distributor can then be retained to serve as the spark energy conduit between the ignition
coil and the spark plugs. When doing so, it also retains its all-important oil pump-driving
functionality, as it continues to be driven by the camshaft. With the crank trigger system
installed, the distributor is retained to drive the oil pump and transfer spark energy from the coil
to the spark plugs. It can also be removed entirely for a distributorless system. Without the
distributor directing the timing, the adjustments come by altering the position of the pickup arm
to advance or retard the spark. That is typically done with the engine off rather than the
conventional method of moving the distributor while the engine is running. The standard timing
pointer is still retained and a timing light is used to check the settings with the engine running
after the adjustment has been made. By sliding the sensor fore or aft on the mounting bracket,
the timing of the trigger signal is altered. Then, you start the engine, take the reading and make
adjustments accordingly. The other consideration is how to drive the oil pump, which is an
issue when you yank out the distributorâ€”but more on that below. If you adapt that type of
trigger system, the box can be used with a carbureted engine. Not really. The coils and
mounting brackets are readily available and getting less expensive all the time. The connectors
from the crank trigger kits make conversion to a fully distributorless ignition a simple
plug-and-play proposition. Removing the distributor means replacing it with individual coils,
like those used on LS engines. Try eficonnection. The system shown here has custom mounts.
It was originally designed for a front distributor conversion on big-block engines but it serves

the purpose for simple crank trigger conversions on small- and big-blocks. It simply drops in
place of the distributor to seal the hole in the intake manifold and features a shaft gear that
meshes with the cam gear to drive the oil pump like the distributor. Easy stuff. An adjustable
collar enables it to fit engines with non-standard deck heights. A camshaft synchronization
signalâ€”cam syncâ€”tells the controller which cylinder is No. Got one of these TBI systems or
a carburetor? With most EFI systems, the controller will take the crankshaft signal and send it
to the spark plugs via the individual coils in a distributorless setup. That means spacers or
shims will be required to properly align the accessory drive system. In a word, no. Its advantage
lies in offering greater consistency with your tune and less need for timing adjustments,
especially for high-revving engine combinations. In this case, rather than more power, the goal
was more precise timing across the rpm range, with less need for periodic adjustments. Anyone
familiar with those vehicles recognizes the Opti-Spark module, which looks like a distributor
cap mounted on the lower front of the engine. The signal disc was driven by the camshaft. As
the disc rotated, an optical sensor read two rows of slots on the disc. The first, or outer, row
featured same-size slotsâ€”one for each degree of rotationâ€”while an inner row featured eight
different-sized slots the engine controller identified as the different cylinders. Like a
conventional distributor system, Opti-Spark also used a rotor to distribute spark energy from
the ignition coil. As such, they were notoriously unreliable, and when the distributor required
servicing, the crankshaft pulley and water pump had to be removed. Replacement Opti-Spark
distributors such as this one from ACCEL Holley are worlds better than the original with
higher-quality bushings and seals, along with proper venting. MSD also offers a billet unit with
adjustable timing. Treat your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune. We
upgrade the cooling system in our big-blockâ€”powered Camaro using a Frostbite aluminum
radiator, dual SPAL electric fans, and a Weiand water pump. In part 3 of our junkyard 4. Here are
the 14 known, functioning mid-engine Corvette engineering, concept, and racing cars. Chevrolet
Performance offers turnkey engine swap options that get you back on the road and into
horsepower in a weekend. Here are 10 engine bearing clearance tips to consider before building
your next engine. Chevrolet Performance SP crate engine, nitrous combination dyno test and
cam swap at Westech Performance. Chevy High-Performance. How To. View Full Gallery.
Sources Holley. Chevrolet Performance. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and
Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. Get a professional dyno shop super tune Treat
your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune. Junkyard 4. Ten Important Facts
About Engine Bearing Clearance Here are 10 engine bearing clearance tips to consider before
building your next engine. Tricks to get more power from your small-block crate engine
Chevrolet Performance SP crate engine, nitrous combination dyno test and cam swap at
Westech Performance. Precise ignition timing is essential for high-performance engine tuning
and ensuring your small-block or big-block is delivering every horsepower within its capability.
Since the era of poodle skirts, flattops, and Ed Sullivan, that's been handled by a
camshaft-driven distributor. A gear at the rear of the camshaft meshes with another on the
distributor shaft, spinning it and a rotor beneath the cap at half the speed of the crankshaft's
rotation triggeringâ€”or distributingâ€”electrical energy from the ignition coil to each spark
plug per the engine's firing order. As mechanical systems go, it's a feather in the cap of man's
engineering prowess, particularly when you consider the speed engines are capable of
achieving. There are cons to this type of ignition system, too. Regardless of whether you've
ditched original-style points for an electronic conversion or changed to an HEI-type distributor,
timing accuracy typically erodes over time due to wear in the associated components. The cam
and distributor shaft gears wear after constant contact, for example, while a stretched timing
chain at the front of the engine can affect the camshaft's rotational relationship to the
crankshaft, throwing off the timing. And at high rpm in a performance engine, the camshaft can
deflect inside the cylinder block and "spark scatter" inside the distributor cap can affect the
timing and spark distribution, too, affecting timing in both cases. Of course, you can always
adjust your engine's timing periodically, but that doesn't always address high-rpm timing issues
and doesn't help at all with spark scatter. A more contemporary method of ensuring
spark-timing accuracy across the rpm band is basing it on the crankshaft's rotation rather than
the camshaft. Such "crank-trigger" systems have been used by car manufacturers for nearly 30
yearsâ€”and while converting a classic small- or big-block to such a system isn't a new idea, it's
one that is growing in popularity because of the timing precision it offers for high-performance
engines. And let's be clear here: A crank trigger system offers the greatest benefit for
higher-horsepower engines designed for high-rpm performance. We're talking mostly about
engines used primarily on the strip or circle track, but you'll still see the benefits of more
precise timing and less need for periodic adjustments when used on a street engine. Another
benefit of a crank-triggered ignition is the opportunity to move to a distributorless system such

as the OE-style coil-per-cylinder design used for years now on production vehicles. In fact, if
you're running EFI, the controller will handle the job of the distributor, sending the spark energy
to the appropriate plug, thereby eliminating the need for the distributor altogether and allowing
for a more contemporary appearance of your classic small- or big-block. The systems are
relatively simple in design and similar to how OEM ignition systems are triggered. Basically, a
trigger wheel with spokes, studs, magnets, or holes is mounted to the harmonic balancer and
spins with the rotation of the crankshaft. As it does, the spokes, magnets, or holes pass a
pickup sensor that sends a signal to the ignition box or EFI control unit indicating the rotational
angle of the crankshaft. That crank-angle signal triggers the precisely timed spark for the
appropriate cylinder. Typical crank trigger conversion kit shownâ€”this one is from FAST.
Pretty simple stuff. Unlike other systems that use magnets imbedded in the wheel, FAST's
system features tabs on the outside of the wheel that are read by the inductive sensor. It's a
design similar to OEM systems. MSD's "flying magnet" crank trigger design is the opposite of
FAST's, with magnets in the wheel rather than the pickup. They pass a non-magnetic pickup to
trigger the ignition signal, which the company claims offers greater accuracy because there is
less chance for false triggers. The pickup sensor is shown here in line with one of the
embedded magnets in MSD's system. The sensor "reads" the magnet as it passes by, triggering
the ignition signal. Each system has an air gap specification between the sensor and wheel that
must be set during installation to ensure the trigger signal is picked up accurately. What about
an LS-style 58x ignition system? Chevrolet Performance, Holley, and other aftermarket
manufacturers offer crank-trigger ignition systems based on the 58x, or "," trigger systems
used on later LS engines. In contrast to the previously described trigger wheels, the wheel in
this system uses essentially one tooth for each six degrees of rotation. The sensors read the
space where the two "missing" teeth would be to determine the crankshaft angle. This system
works pretty much the same and is just as effective or more so than the other systems, but
requires an EFI controller to direct spark in a fuel-injected application or an aftermarket ignition
box such as the MSD 6LS-2 for carbureted engines. They're designed for use with LS-style
individual ignition coilsâ€”aka coil-on-plug. This is one of Holley's LS-style crank trigger
systems, which uses a 58x, or , trigger wheel. It also uses a Hall effect pickup sensor rather than
a magnetic pickup. As with most electronic distributors, the sensor acts much like a switch,
because it produces a constant voltage signal that is interrupted by the presence of a magnet.
In this case, it's the ferrous metal wheel's teeth. The two missing teeth serve as a reference for
determining the No. Here's a 58x trigger wheelâ€”also known as a reluctor wheelâ€”installed on
a big-block Chevy engine. It's from Chevrolet Performance's kit and is similar in design to the
Holley system; and like it, it mounts on the crankshaft hub behind the balancer. That's a
significant difference from other bolt-on systems that mount on the balancer. Regardless, the
crankshaft pulley is pushed out marginally, which affects the accessory drive system. When the
engine turns over at start-up, the trigger sensor "reads" the missing teeth on the 58x reluctor
wheel to determine the position of the No. It's similar in design to earlier 24x systems, but
provides more references to the ECM for more precise data on the crank angle position.
Chevrolet Performance's big-block kit PN is designed for sequential-type EFI systems, including
a specific timing gearset with 4x cam gear and complementing sensor. The kit can be used with
non-sequential and carbureted engines, too. It also includes a specific timing cover with sensor
mounts. The spark-timing function is eliminated, requiring the removal of the points or Hall
effect sensors. Converting to a crank trigger also means locking out the centrifugal advance of
the distributor, which means if you want to run a timing curve in the engine, you'll need to do it
through a programmable ignition box or, with EFI, via the calibration software. The distributor
can then be retained to serve as the spark energy conduit between the ignition coil and the
spark plugs. When doing so, it also retains its all-important oil pump-driving functionality, as it
continues to be driven by the camshaft. With the crank trigger system installed, the distributor
is retained to drive the oil pump and transfer spark energy from the coil to the spark plugs. Its
ignition-triggering "guts" must be removed. It can also be removed entirely for a distributorless
system. How do I make timing adjustments with a crank trigger? Without the distributor
directing the timing, the adjustments come by altering the position of the pickup arm to advance
or retard the spark. That is typically done with the engine off rather than the conventional
method of moving the distributor while the engine is running. The standard timing pointer is still
retained and a timing light is used to check the settings with the engine running after the
adjustment has been made. The pickup sensor shown here on MSD's flying magnet system is
similar to others in its adjustability. By sliding the sensor fore or aft on the mounting bracket,
the timing of the trigger signal is altered. Installation of a crank trigger doesn't change the need
for a timing light and pointer on the balancer for making adjustments, but rather than adjusting
the distributor while the engine is running, the adjustment is made with the pickup sensor when

the engine is off. Then, you start the engine, take the reading and make adjustments
accordingly. And yes, it's a little more time-consuming this way. So, can I remove the distributor
entirely? Yes, you can convert the engine to a distributorlessâ€”coil-on-plugâ€”ignition system
with a crank trigger, but you're going to be doing it with an EFI setup because you'll need the
ECU to distribute the spark energy. The other consideration is how to drive the oil pump, which
is an issue when you yank out the distributorâ€”but more on that below. Although it's possible
to convert a small- or big-block to a distributorless system, spark direction can't be handled
with a crank trigger by a conventional aftermarket ignition box. If you adapt that type of trigger
system, the box can be used with a carbureted engine. Is it difficult to convert to coil-on-plug?
Not really. The coils and mounting brackets are readily available and getting less expensive all
the time. You'll need the appropriate ignition box, as mentioned above. With that, it's merely a
question of wiring; linking the crankshaft and cam sensors from the 58x-style trigger system to
the ignition box, which handles the signal distribution to the individual coils. After that, you've
gone distributorless! The connectors from the crank trigger kits make conversion to a fully
distributorless ignition a simple plug-and-play proposition. An EFI system may require
calibration refinement when used with a camshaft sensor, but today's self-learning systems will
typically set the timing perfectly, based on the initial start-upâ€”assuming the sensor is
positioned correctly. Removing the distributor means replacing it with individual coils, like
those used on LS engines. In fact, the LS coils are perfect for small- and big-block engines; and
they're good for about 1, horsepower. All that's required is an appropriate mount on the valve
covers or somewhere else near the spark plugs. Try eficonnection. The system shown here has
custom mounts. How do I drive the oil pump without a distributor? It was originally designed for
a front distributor conversion on big-block engines but it serves the purpose for simple crank
trigger conversions on small- and big-blocks. It simply drops in place of the distributor to seal
the hole in the intake manifold and features a shaft gear that meshes with the cam gear to drive
the oil pump like the distributor. Easy stuff. MSD's oil plug PN simply drops into the distributor
hole in the intake manifold on small- and big-block engines. An adjustable collar enables it to fit
engines with non-standard deck heights. It also has a bronze drive gear so it's good to go with
roller-type camshafts. What is a "cam sync"â€”and do I need one? A camshaft synchronization
signalâ€”cam syncâ€”tells the controller which cylinder is No. That means you don't need to
worry about it for a carbureted engine or one running a throttle body-type EFI system. Got one
of these TBI systems or a carburetor? You don't need a cam sync sensor in addition to the
crank trigger system. You will if you're running sequential or port-type injection. With most EFI
systems, the controller will take the crankshaft signal and send it to the spark plugs via the
individual coils in a distributorless setup. In that regard, no additional ignition box is required,
but not all controllers have an ignition driver, so it's important to double-check before swiping
your credit card for one. Are there any special installation requirements for a crank trigger
system? The crank trigger wheel may affect the drive accessory pulley spacing, which is
something you'll want to check before bolting it on your engine. And on Chevrolet
Performance's big-block system, the instructions call for slight machining of the block and
balancer. Also, if you're changing to coil-on-plug, you'll need to mount the coils on or near the
engine, but with the aftermarket brackets available, that's a bolt-on affair. Regardless of the
system type, adding a crank trigger to a small- or big-block will push out the position of the
crankshaft pulley when it's reinstalled. That means spacers or shims will be required to properly
align the accessory drive system. It's unavoidable. Chevrolet Performance's big-block system
uses a keyway in the reluctor wheel for effortless alignment with Top Dead Center, but it also
requires a keyway-equipped crankshaft and damperâ€”something to consider if your engine
isn't already so equipped. Apart from the somewhat hidden sensor locations, there's no external
clue on this big-block that it's running a contemporary 58x-style crank-triggered ignition
system. It's mounted behind the damper and under the unique timing cover. In the end, will a
crank trigger ignition deliver more power? In a word, no. Its advantage lies in offering greater
consistency with your tune and less need for timing adjustments, especially for high-revving
engine combinations. For manyâ€”like usâ€”that's all the reason we need. This project engine
still wears the distributor, but will be fully converted to a coil-on-plug system to make the most
of the crank-trigger ignition's capability. In this case, rather than more power, the goal was more
precise timing across the rpm range, with less need for periodic adjustments. Anyone familiar
with those vehicles recognizes the Opti-Spark module, which looks like a distributor cap
mounted on the lower front of the engine. It was sort of a cross between a conventional
distributor and crank trigger technology, using a "signal disc" to report the camshaft angle to
the engine controller. The signal disc was driven by the camshaft. As the disc rotated, an optical
sensor read two rows of slots on the disc. The first, or outer, row featured same-size
slotsâ€”one for each degree of rotationâ€”while an inner row featured eight different-sized slots

the engine controller identified as the different cylinders. Like a conventional distributor
system, Opti-Spark also used a rotor to distribute spark energy from the ignition coil. GM
initially touted the system as a ",mile" ignition system, but real-world driving typically proved
otherwise. Its placement low and at the front of the engine made it especially susceptible to heat
and moistureâ€”and early models weren't even sealed and vented. As such, they were
notoriously unreliable, and when the distributor required servicing, the crankshaft pulley and
water pump had to be removed. A smart idea poorly executed, the Opti-Spark will forever rank
as one of the General's darker moments in ignition engineering. Early fourth-generation
F-bodies, along with the LT1-powered '96 Impala SS and the '96 Corvette used the unique
front-of-camshaft-driven ignition timing system known as Opti-Spark, which suffered poor
reliability and complicated maintenance requirements. Replacement Opti-Spark distributors
such as this one from ACCEL Holley are worlds better than the original with higher-quality
bushings and seals, along with proper venting. It's rare that a car is still running its original, but
if so, preempting the inevitable with a replacement is a wise idea. MSD also offers a billet unit
with adjustable timing. Close Ad. Barry Kluczyk writer. How does a crank trigger work? What
happens to the distributor? Opti-Sparkâ€”What the Hell was That? Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. Imagine for a minute that, as a dirt racer, you have the ability to dial down your engine's
power output as the track loses traction. Sounds a lot like traction control, right? Well, sort of.
You can do this by running a dual ignition system on your engine, but that's not the only
advantage. There's a reason most modern engines use a crank-trigger ignition. Timing the
spark off the crankshaft location is one of the most precise methods available. The more
traditional method of timing the spark off of the camshaft adds many more opportunities for
timing errors. The cam, which is spun by the timing chain on one end and spins the timing gear
on the other, is subject to deflection when used in high-rpm applications in conjunction with
strong valve springs. That scenario is more common in stock car racing than anywhere else.
Timing can also be adversely affected if the camshaft isn't degreed properly. The cam spins the
distributor shaft through a set of meshing gears, which wear over time. Finally, the rotor inside
the distributor is subject to spark scatter at higher rpm levels. Steady Spark Timing the ignition
spark with a crank trigger is relatively easy. Several racing companies make kits, and the
systems are typically legal in dirt Late Model and other types of racing. Clements Racing
Engines pays the electricity bill by building all types of racing engines, but it does its best work
in the no-holds-barred world of dirt Late Model racing. For the past few seasons, Clements
Racing Engines has been using crank-triggered ignition timing on its all-aluminum hp Late
Model monster engines, and the devices have been so helpful that Clements now incorporates
them in any engine package where the rules allow. It just gets rid of all that monkey motion
involved with running your timing off your distributor. It's not a big deal at lower rpm, but when
you get into the rpm ranges that we are racing at, you can see the timing jump around by as
much as 5 degrees. But now, with the crank trigger, the timing marks under a timing light look
rock solid. That tells you a lot about how much more stable the spark is with a system that fires
off the crank. The triggering system itself is actually quite simple. Clements prefers a unit sold
by Moroso. Others may differ slightly, but most work on the same premise. A timing wheel
containing four evenly spaced magnets bolts to the front of the harmonic balancer. Then, a
sensor is mounted on a bracket facing the outside edge of the wheel. Every time one of the four
magnets passes the sensor, the sensor sends a signal to the ignition box to send out the spark.
After amplification in the coil, the spark is sent to the distributor where it is routed to the correct
plug. Because the crankshaft spins two full revolutions before all eight cylinders are fired, only
four magnets are necessary in the wheel. This, obviously, means that the distributor is still a
necessity. Clements says that when using the distributor for spark routing, perfect phasing isn't
necessary. Setting the timing with a crank trigger is much the same as before. You use a timing
light to check the timing, but instead of turning the distributor to adjust the timing, you move
the sensor in relation to the wheel. Because the crank is spinning clockwise, moving the sensor
higher toward the 12 o'clock position assuming the sensor is mounted on the left side of the
timing wheel will retard the timing. Conversely, moving the sensor closer to six o'clock will
advance the timing. Managing Wheel Spin Just because a crank trigger assembly is mounted to
the front of the engine doesn't mean the distributor can't also be used. Smart racers can
actually use the cam-driven distributor as a backup timing device and switch between the two
as a kind of poor man's traction control. For this setup, Clements recommends setting up the
crank trigger at the optimum timing and retarding the distributor timing approximately 4
degrees from that mark. Wire the ignition systems to a switch within the driver's reach, and then
to the ignition box. If you are using a backup ignition box, use two switches-one to select the
timing system, followed by a second to determine which ignition box will be hot. After the
ignition box, the rest is typical: A coil boosts the power, and the rotor routes the spark to the

correct plug. The result is that the crank trigger is the primary timing mechanism set for peak
power. If racing on a dirt track, the driver has the option of switching over to the distributor
timing, if the surface loses traction and wheelspin becomes a problem. Retarding the timing 4
degrees typically cuts the engine's power approximately 5 percent. It's not too much to make
the car uncompetitive, but enough to help the driver control wheelspin when exiting the turns.
Plus, because the distributor timing is used when peak power isn't the goal, a little timing flutter
isn't a big deal. Wire It RightAlthough the crank trigger timing system is dead simple, Glenn
Clements cautions that one of the most common-and most costly-errors he sees is bad wiring
on the electrical system. This is true no matter which ignition system is used. Many racers cut
off the stock connectors on their MSD systems and install weatherpack connectors in order to
prevent water intrusion when washing the race car. The only problem with this is MSD wiring
can be a little confusing. When using the original equipment connectors, it's impossible to plug
in the wires backwards, but when the wires are cut and respliced into the weatherpacks, it's
very easy to get things confused. In MSD systems, the violet-and-black wire connects to the
green wire-not the violet wire, as you might expect. Adding the extra component of the
crank-trigger ignition only adds more wires to the equation. If the wires are reversed, the
ignition can fire as much as 60 degrees before top dead center BTDC , which means severe
detonation. Clements says they can even adjust the timing so that everything looks right
according to the timing light, but the spark will still be dangerously advanced. Once the car is
on the track, it can take as little as three hot laps to turn the thing into scrap metal. Almost every
time, the first area damaged is the side of the top of the piston where the intake valve pocket is
closest to the ring land because the spark is firing while the valve is still open. After this area
cracks and breaks, things quickly go downhill, and the parts bill starts adding up fast.
Fortunately, it's a simple matter to make sure this doesn't happen to you. When using a dual
timing setup, Clements has an easy procedure list to make sure everything is in working order.
First, double-check the wiring. On MSD systems, the violet wire coming out of the ignition box
connects to the orange wire. Connect the green wire coming out of the ignition box to the black
wire coming out of the trigger sensor. Next, crank the engine and check the ignition timing.
Start by setting the distributor timing. This is important so that you will already have the
advance set before setting the crank trigger. If you plan to run the distributor timing retarded as
a means of cutting engine power, set it at that mark. Now switch to the crank trigger and set it.
Also, when cranking the engine, it can be easier to get it running with less timin
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g, so it's a good idea to crank it with the ignition trigger. Once the engine is warmed up, switch
to the crank trigger and get ready to race. Because the timing wheel moves the crank pulley out,
it is necessary to use spacers between the engine and the water pump in order to move that
pulley out, also. When the track gets slick and wheelspin becomes a problem, a secondary
timing system that is retarded approximately 4 degrees can make the car easier to keep hooked
up. As you can see on this Limited Late Model motor, even with the crank trigger and distributor
in place, the entire package isn't any larger or heavier than a standard ignition timing system.
Here's the rest of the electrical setup tucked away in front of the dash on a Late Model Dirt car.
The driver has switches in the cockpit to choose between the crank trigger and the distributor
as a timing device, and between main and backup ignition boxes and coils. Close Ad. Jeff
Huneycutt writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

